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Article Body:
Three of the most popular online games out there, Chuzzle, Jewel Quest and Fairies, may appear
So what are these games really all about?
Chuzzle

This relatively new and extremely fun puzzle game features rows of fuzzy ˆChuzzles˜ that you m

If you´re good, and make a high level of Chuzzle color matches, you get to go on to the next l

So what´s the verdict on Chuzzle? It´s a super fun game with non-stop action and lots of excit
Jewel Quest

Like Chuzzle, the object of Jewel Quest from iWin is to score as many points as possible by ma
A few key points to keep in mind with Jewel Quest:
-

Making moves in rapid succession will give you a higher score.
Matching both items that you swap and in multiple directions can result in the best chain re
Matching items towards the bottom of the board gives more opportunity for chain reactions.
The most difficult spaces to turn into gold are the four corner spaces.

Your Jewel Quest journal will help give you the wisdom of the ancient scripts and assist you i
Fairies

Have you ever been to a Renaissance Fair? Well then, perhaps you will enjoy Fairies. This appe

Again, like Chuzzle and Jewel Quest, you´ll see the similarities. But, with its whimsical, oth
So, what specifically do these great games have in common?

They are all classic match-style games. Simply put, your job is to find the commonality betwee

The popularity of these games continues. Other games like Super Collapse III have similar game
Why are Chuzzle, Jewel Quest and Fairies so fun?

Charming graphics, simple strategy, catchy music and they relax and stimulate your mind at the
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